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Money is Memory

� Fiat money: is intrinsically useless: provides no utility and useless for production.

� usual justi�cations for the existence of money:

� Unit of account;
� Store of value,
� medium of exchange.

�But these are good descriptions of money�s role in equilibrium. But misleading when
taken as descriptions of the technological function of money.

� It is also true that money it allows societies to achieve allocations that otherwise couldn�t
be achievable.

� Purpose of the paper: uncover what is special about this "intrinsically useless" object that
permits this.

� Result: money is similar to "memory" (historical records of agents�past actions), so the role
of money is to serve as a tipically imperfect form of memory.

� These result was not new. What was new was the singularity and generality of money�s
recordkeeping role.

� Environment:

� time is discrete.

� K perishable goods at each date.

� set of agents 
 � [0; 1] indexed by !:

� ! determines agent�s

� endowment, y!t
� preferences, u! : RK ! [ul; uh] :

� technology, Y !t
� birth and death dates.

� State of the world: de�ned by a stochastic process st which determines a date t partition of

t: Each element of this partition is called a "match".

� st is independent of it�s history.

� Agents can trade only with agents in their match.

� Agents do not observe actions taken at other matches in the current period.
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� st is not common knowledge.

� Feasibility of consumption allocations is de�ned in terms of "match feasibility":
PJ
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j
t

�
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j=1 Y
j
t :

� Talk about Pt (!) ; Qt (!) and "memory". ! can access the record of partners and trades
of any individual in Qt (!) :

� Assumptions about st :

� (A1) : In any match, there is no feasible allocation that Pareto-dominates autarky, where
each agent eats c = argmaxu! (c) s:t: : c� y!t 2 Y !t :

� (A2) : If v 2 Pt (!) ; then with probability one Qt�1 (!) \Qt�1 (v) = ;:

� This environment has as particular cases the OLG model, Townsend�s turnpike model, and
Trejos-Wright model.

� De�nitions:

�Trading mechanism: speci�es the methods of interactions amont the agents that lead to
feasible allocations of resources in each match. Two components: (1) : The game the
agents play, (2) : an outcome function that maps the vector of actions taken in the game
to feasible allocations.

�Equilibrium concept: PPE (perfect public equilibrium): each agent�s strategy maps
from public histories only. Given A2 and independence of st from past, this is wlog.

�PPE allocation: on that occurs when all individuals always play the strategies in a PPE.

� Notice that if there is full enforceability we can construct a simple trading mechanism to
implement �rst-best allocations.

� The problem arises when there is lack of commitment or imperfect enforceability: THEN WE
NEED TO KEEP TRACK OF THE PAST.

� No-commitment trading mechanism: a mechanism that allows for this fact, so there is
an action that ! can take such that, regardless of what the others do, he gets his autarky
level of utility.

� Direct mechanism: A game with only one stage, and the possible actions are the set of
pairs (a!1 ; a

!
2 ) where a

!
1 is a feasible allocation of the match and a

!
2 an autarky allocation for

agent !:

� PROPOSITION 1 (REVELATION PRINCIPLE): A PPE allocation of any no-commitment
trading mechanism is a PPE allocation of the direct no-commitment mechanism.

� Incentive-feasible allocation: one that occurs when all agents always play the strategies
of a PPE in the direct no-commitment mechanism.

� MAIN RESULT: Any incentive-feasible allocation in an environment with money is an incentive-
feasble allocation in the same environment with memory.

� Does the converse hold? Not always: in OLG and turnpike models yes, in Trejos Wright it
doesn�t.
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